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What is a memory clinic?What is a memory clinic?
Memory Clinics have been defined as independent clinics primarily
aimed at improving practice in the identification, investigation and
treatment of memory disorders, including dementia (Jolley et al 2006).

Memory Clinics are primarily concerned with the early diagnosis and
treatment of memory problems (Lindesay et al 2008).

The focus on the individual needs of the person with early stage
dementia is a characteristic that differentiates Memory Clinics from
other dementia care services.

“Memory Clinics in Ireland. A Guide for Family
Members and Health Care Professionals” Compiled by
Suzanne Cahill and Laura Maher in association with the Living with
Dementia (LiD) Programme, School of Social Work and Social Policy,
Trinity College Dublin and the Dementia Services Information and
Development Centre (DSIDC), St James’ Hospital, Dublin



The process ofThe process of
assessing  forassessing  for
dementia.dementia.

From Hodges,
Early Onset
Dementia

In a memory
clinic cognitive
assessment
has key role in

(i) establishing is
there a problem

(ii) Differential
diagnosis

(i)

(ii)



What level of detail is needed?
• Screening?
• Differential diagnosis?
• Detailed neuropsychological analysis?

MMSE > MoCA / ACE-R > CAMCOG > RBANS
WAIS / WMS etc….

or a detailed specialist query
e.g. what type of PPA (nonfluent, semantic, logopenic?)
e.g. lobar vs AD
BADS / DKEFS / FrSBe / VOSPB etc….



How early?
• Alzheimer’s Association International Conference on Alzheimer’s

disease, July 2010: first draft reports from 3 workgroups convened by
National Institute on Aging (NIA) and Alzheimer’s Association

http://www.alz.org/research/diagnostic_criteria/

• Revised Criteria for Alzheimer’s disease Dementia

• Criteria for Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) due to AD
– The symptomatic pre-dementia range of cognition and function

• Criteria for Preclinical AD (up to 10 years before MCI stage)
– It is likely that measured change in cognition over time will be more

sensitive than any one-time measure.
– Additional longitudinal studies of older individuals, perhaps combining

biomarkers with measures sensitive to detecting very subtle cognitive
decline, are clearly needed.



Case characteristics vary
• Type and severity of deficits

very mild vs immediately evident…

• Pre-morbid ability
IQ 90, IQ 130…

• Age, health status etc…
Differential tolerance for testing…

• Different cases will require a more or less detailed
battery

- testing should be tailored to the individual to address the referral
question

• Administered by whom?
- depends on what’s being administered….



Who should do the cognitive testing,
using what tests?

• That will depend on how detailed the testing needs to be

• Many brief screening tests do not need specialist knowledge and
training (though that’s always desirable if available)

• More detailed tests require a trained specialist or input from a
trained specialist in interpreting the results

– “Targeting neuropsychological tests at the appropriate level requires skilled
judgement.  Understanding the implications of this heterogeneity for diagnosis,
intervention and advice requires the special skills of a clinical psychologist or
clinical neuropsychologist”. (British Psychological Society survey of UK Memory Clinics)



Importance of Specialist interpretation



StaffingStaffing

““Diagnosis and Management ofDiagnosis and Management of
Dementia. A manual for memoryDementia. A manual for memory
disorders teamsdisorders teams””. . WilcockWilcock, GK et, GK et
al al Uni Uni Press 1999.Press 1999.

Neuropsychologists are “optional”  because

(i) Not everyone needs detailed neuropsychological
assessment

(ii) They are as rare as hen’s teeth…..



Is there one set of tests that
everyone should use?



Is there one set of tests that
everyone should use?

• No



Table 2: Summary of neuropsychological  and other tests 
 
Te s t  Number of Clinics 
Estimation of Premorbid I Q   
National Adult Reading Test (NART) 12 (52) 
Schonell Graded Word Reading Test 3 (13) 
Speed and Capacity of Language Learning Test (SCOLP) 1 (4) 
 
Screening Test s   
Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) 12 (52) 
Cambridge Cognitive Examination (CAMCOG) 8 (35) 
Middlesex Elderly Assessment of Mental State (MEAMS) 7 (30) 
 
Cognitive Scales   
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (Versions Revised or III)  11 (48) 
Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale (ADAS) 2 (9) 
 
Memory Scales   
Rivermead Behavioural Memory Test 7 (30) 
Adult Memory and Information Processing Battery (AMIPB) 6 (26) 
Warrington Recognition Memory Test (WRMT) 6 (26) 
Wechsler Memory Scale - Revised (WMS-R) 4 (17) 
Doors and People Test 2 (9) 
 
Verbal Learning   
Names Learning Test 5 (22) 
Hopkins Verbal Learning Test (HVLT) 2 (9) 
Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT) 3 (13) 
Buschke Selective Reminding Test 1 (4) 
 
Executive Function and Problem Solving   
Benton Verbal Fluency (FAS) 11 (48) 
Weigl’s Colour Form Sorting Test 6 (26) 
Trail Making Tests 5 (22) 
Wisconsin Card Sorting Tests (long and short forms) 3 (13) 
Raven’s Progressive Matrices (including Coloured) 3 (13) 
Behavioural Assessment of Dysexecutive Syndrome 
(BADS) 

2 (9) 

Cognitive Estimation Test 2 (9) 
Language and Semantic Function   
Graded Naming Test 9 (39) 
Semantic Fluency 3 (13) 
Frenchay Aphasia Screening Test (FAST) 2 (9) 
Pyramids and Palm Trees 2 (9) 
 
  
Speed, visuo-perceptual skills and prax i s   
Visual Object Space Perception Battery (VOSP) 5 (22) 
 

From British Psychological Society
survey of UK Memory Clinics

Recent update of previous PSIGE
1998 survey

• Tests used by Psychologists in Memory
Clinics vary

• Covering the appropriate domains is
probably more important than the specific
tests used…



From British Psychological
Society survey of UK Memory
Clinics

Recent update of previous PSIGE
1998 survey

Table 3.  The range of functions covered in neuropsychological testing  
1.1 life-long intellectual level 
1.2 attention and concentration 
1.3 orientation (time, place and person) 
1.4 visual, auditory and tactile perception 
1.5 visuo-spatial skills 
1.6 language comprehension (oral and reading) 
1.7 language expression (repetition, fluency, naming, writing) 
1.8 memory functioning (recognition, learning, recall; verbal, non-verbal; immediate, 

delayed; everyday memory, including prospective memory) 
1.9 executive (frontal) functioning 
1.10 psychomotor speed 
1.11 praxis 
1.12 arithmetic 
1.13 everyday function e.g. handling money 
 
 

“No prescribed list of tests has
been recommended because
of the individual nature of
client’s strengths and deficits”



What is a neuropsychological assessment?

Neuropsychological assessment goes beyond
psychometrics

• Clinical interview

• Formal testing - tailored to client and referral question

• Interpretation in context of what we know about

- brain-behaviour relationships

- multiple other factors that can affect performance

• tests are of limited usefulness by themselves and must be
interpreted in conjunction with other clinical, imaging and laboratory
information (AAN 1996)



Multi-disciplinary consensus is crucial forMulti-disciplinary consensus is crucial for
assessment and diagnosisassessment and diagnosis……..

Factors associated with inconsistent diagnosis of dementiaFactors associated with inconsistent diagnosis of dementia
between physicians and between physicians and neuropsychologistsneuropsychologists..  McKnight, Graham,McKnight, Graham,
Rockwood (1999) JAGS;47:1294-1299Rockwood (1999) JAGS;47:1294-1299
–– Canadian Study of Health  AgeingCanadian Study of Health  Ageing

 ““Physicians and Physicians and neuropsychologists neuropsychologists have different,have different,
complementary approaches to the diagnosis of dementia, andcomplementary approaches to the diagnosis of dementia, and
a consensus approach should be useda consensus approach should be used””..



Purpose of Neuropsychological assessment

profile presence / absence of cognitive deficits
– nature and extent of deficits

early detection
differential diagnosis
intervention -> strengths / weaknesses
monitor change over time

Coen 2011, Aging Health, 7(1), 155-162 



Green 2000
This kind of battery is going to need a Psychologist…..



What relatively brief cognitive tests are readily
available and can be recommended?

• I will overview some of the tests we have
found useful in our memory clinic in MIRA

This overview is by nature very selective.
There are a wide variety of tests available…



But first some BASICS!

– Age?
– Education?
– Gender?

– Vision?
– Hearing?

Any of these factors can affect performance.
Therefore qualitative aspects of assessment are every
bit as important as the quantitative aspects

–Motivation / engagement
–Anxiety
–Fatigue
–Depression
–Dysphasia
–drugs (psychotropic, social)
–psychosocial stressors
–pain
–physical illness….



• MMSE is widely used
• Better the devil you

know…?

• Has just been revised
into briefer, standard
and longer forms

• Now comes with
norms for age and ed



Clock Drawing Test

• Quick and easy to
administer…..

• …..not so quick and
easy to interpret.



CDT scoring systems (not exhaustive!)
• Freedman et al (1994). Clock Drawing. A

Neuropsychological Analysis. [15 point]
• Goodglass & Kaplan (1983). [12 point]
• Shulman et al (1986 / 1993). [6 point]
• Wolf-Klein et al (1989). [10 point]
• Sunderland et al (1989). [10 point]
• Tuokko et al (1995). [Manual. 15 point + errors]
• Mendez et al (1992). [CDIS. 20 point]
• Rouleau et al (1992). [10 point + qualitative]
• Shua-Haim et al (1997) [6 point]
• Watson et al (1993). [10 point]
• Manos et al (1999). [segmented, 10 point]
• Royall et al (1998). [CLOX. Executive(?) 16 point]



Free drawn CDT. Case CK. AD. MMSE 19/30.
Artist. 10 past 11 - “couldn’t remember which hand should be long”. Time inaccurate.

Is the error due to Semantic breakdown or attention failure?



Free drawn CDT. Case MK. DLB. MMSE 19/30.



Free drawn CDT.
Case PC. AD with prominent frontal

involvement. MMSE incomplete.
Drew circle. Then turned over page and drew the numbers.

Could not be persuaded to put numbers in circle.



Montreal Cognitive
Assessment (MoCA).
Nasreddine et al 05.

Can detect significant
impairment when
MMSE is ok e.g.
MMSE≥26/30

Less verbal than
MMSE

Attention / executive
function items

available as a free download



MoCA Nasreddine et al 2005, JAGS

• Sensitvity high for MCI (90%) and for mild AD (100%).
MMSE (cut <26) was 18% and 78% respectively.

• BUT what about specificity?
• Nasreddine et al - Specificity 87%
• Smith et al 2007 - Specificity 50%
• Bleecke et al - Specificity 44%

• Luis et al 2009. MMSE insensitive to MCI/mild AD
• MoCA cut-off ≤26, sens 97%, spec 35%
• MoCA cut-off ≤23, sens 96%, spec 95%

• Therefore the lower cut-off is likely to be more accurate



MoCA things to watch out for…(Coen et al 2011)

• Memory component may be failed for several reasons
– Items have been forgotten
– Poor instructions during learning phase
– Poor encoding
– Retreval failure (check with optional cueing component)



Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination (ACE)

• A brief cognitive test battery to differentiate Alzheimer’s disease
and frontotemporal dementia. Mathuranath et al., Neurology 2000; 55:1613–1620

• ACE is a 100-point test battery assessing 6 cognitive domains. It
incorporates the MMSE.

– Cut-off <88/100 has sens 94% and spec 89% for dementia
– Cut-off <82/100 has sens 84% and spec100% for dementia

• VLOM ratio [verbal fluency + language] / [orientation + memory] to
discriminate FTD from AD using <2.2 for FTD, >3.2 for AD

– >3.2 AD vs non-AD, sens 75%, spec 84%
– <2.2 FTD vs non-FTD, sens 58%, spec 97%



Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination - Revised (ACE-R)

Therefore the ACE-R provides a brief and reliable bedside instrument
for early detection of dementia, and offers an objective index to assist in
differentiating AD and FTD in mildly demented patients.

ACE subsequently extensively revised (Mioshi et al 2006). They
report similar sens and spec. VLOM ratio still recommended in
ACE-R.

available as a free download, with detailed instructions and 3 parallel forms









MIRA -

CAMCOG(-R) as core

additional tests added
as required

Currently out of print…..



New norms both age and
education graded (Duff K et al

2003 Clin Neuropsychologist)

Original norms are age graded

Which set should you use?
Note that this is a common
problem with normed
cognitive tests

Twelve RBANS subtests yield 
5 Indices (mean = 100 ± 15): 

•Immediate Memory
•Visuospatial/Construction
•Language
•Attention
•Delayed Memory.



RBANS in TUDA
• RBANS is one of the key cognitive instruments being used in the

Trinity, University of Ulster and Dept of Agriculture (TUDA)
Cohort study.

– TUDA: collaborative research programme to create a nutritional
phenotype / genotype database in cohorts of OPD patients with a
range of conditions including hypertension, osteoporosis and
cognitive decline, to examining links between diet, genetics and
health in adults over 60 years of age.

• Clinical observation of the first 400 or so TUDA
participants suggested that more were exhibiting
cognitive impairment on RBANS than expected.

• To compare norms RBANS was administered to 436
community dwelling elderly out-patients attending St.
James’s Hospital enrolled in the TUDA Study.



Results

 
 

 Immediate 
Memo r y  

Visuospatial/ 
Construction  

Languag e  Attentio n  Delayed 
Memo r y  

Manual 
norms 
 

205/436 
(47%)  

234/436 
(54%)  

147/436 
(34%)  

216/436 
(50%)  

235/436 
(54%)  

Duff age-
corrected 
 

113/436  
(30%)  

182/436 
(42%)  

136/436 
(31%)  

209/436 
(48%)  

174/436 
(40%)  

Duff age 
& edu 
corrected  

62/436  
(14%)  

167/436 
(38%)  

123/436 
(28%)  

154/436 
(35%)  

130/436 
(30%)  

• Using Manual norms 368 (84%) were impaired on at least one
RBANS Index (see table below for % failing each).

• Only 275 (63%) were impaired using Duff age & education-
corrected norms, which was considered more in line with
clinical observation.



Interpreting RBANS
The Clinical impression was that the Manual norms rate of “cognitive

impairment” (84%) was excessive.
 Implication: The Manual norms may “pathologise” individuals who are not

cognitively impaired.

Subsequent chart review, which is almost completed, supports the above
impression. The original norms do pick up on some cases missed by Duff
norms, but the majority appear Clinically normal.

This reinforced User Qualifications in RBANS Manual:
“…easily administered and scored by clinical
psychologists, speech pathologists, physicians and
other health care professionals with experience in
mental status assessment.”

“…the test results should ultimately be interpreted only
by individuals with appropriate professional training in
neuropsychological assessment”



recommended reading - from brief cognitive testing to
detailed neuropsychological assessment

• Cognitive assessment for clinicians.
Kipps, CM, Hodges, JR.
J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry (2005); 76(Suppl 1), i22-i30

• Assessment: Neuropsychological testing of adults. Considerations for
neurologists.
Report of the Therapeutics and Technology Assessment Subcommittee of the
American Academy of Neurology.
Neurology (1996); 47, 592-599

• A review of screening tests for cognitive impairment.
Cullen, B., O’Neill, B., Evans, J.J., Coen, R.F., Lawlor, B.A.
 J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry (2007); 78, 790-799


